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nowadays, we are in the era
of information networks.

facebook, twitter, linkedin
and various microblogging
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tools like tumblr and chime
are one in the same. these
social networks are a boon
for personal social media

use, but they are also a boon
for brands that are using

them to connect with
consumers. with a daily burn
rate of $13 billion per month
(or a little less than a billion
per hour), uber has some

explaining to do if it is going
to catch up with its

competition. its $58.5 billion
valuation seems to be the
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result of that accounting. its
loss during the first quarter
of 2012 was nearly as big as
the quarterly loss during the
first quarter of 2011. we had
only been using the software
for about three months when

the first week of training
camp rolled around and the
first game was played and it
turned out that there was an

issue with the software.
theres actually a 20-minute
video that goes through the
process from the first day
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that we use the system for
training camp through the

rest of the season. that
process is pretty dramatic in
how we all start to use it. it

starts out with just one
official giving us a play and it
just gets gradually expanded
over the course of the camp.
i think the biggest benefit of
the var system is that it has
really helped to improve the

quality of the officiating. i
think what happens is over a

10-year period, every
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officiating organization starts
to get better at the var

system. but just to think
about the pressure that a

supervisor has to be where
every blow, every arm, every
face, has been reviewed and
every play is on the back of
their mind, you know, theres

a good chance that every
face the supervisor has seen
on television that he has had

to make a decision on has
been viewed and approved. i
think thats really helped the
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officiating.
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of course, the experience on
the playstation 3 will be

different from what
consumers know with the

xbox 360. it will come with a
higher-definition 10.2-inch

hdmi-compatible lcd screen,
which can be expanded to a
19.5-inch screen, and makes
it the largest display of any
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game console. thanks to that
screen, the playstation 3

boasts a smaller form factor,
but it still features an eight-
speaker array for incredible
surround sound. discs will
work the same as on the

playstation 2, and the
playstation 3 will also be

able to see the files on the
ps2 discs, so if you have a

collection of old playstation 2
titles, you can take them

with you to the new system.
as for fantasy football, clark
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says he thinks its ultimately
going to be decided by

human creativity, and the
order in which players are
drafted. mike canty, the

sports editor of the cleveland
plain dealer, suggests that
for the third time in four

years (the other two being
2006 and 2009), the league

is looking into having a
playoff where the winner is
given a draft pick in the first

round of the nfl draft. the
browns had the benefit of
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being one of those two
teams in 2006, and the

organization, along with the
steelers, is using the 2010

title as another motivator for
doing well in the draft. canty
says its far from a sure thing,

but he likes the cavaliers
chances of pulling it off.

especially if they go into the
draft with the number-three
pick and a quarterback. “i

think we could be in on a few
things, including the draft,”
says talbert, who chose ohio
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state quarterback terrelle
pryor after last year’s bcs

championship game, but did
not have the opportunity to
pick a player with the sixth
overall pick that year. while

canty thinks it may be a
foregone conclusion by the

time he gets to pick in 2010,
he also acknowledges that
cleveland, cleveland, the

reigning champion, and the
current savior in the most

recent playoffs-the steelers-
might not be the team that
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will claim the top draft
choice. in that case, canty
will have to be creative,

because despite how happy
he was to have the browns in
2006, he knows the league
would not want to ignore

those kind of circumstances.
if the browns do not get the

first pick, canty says the
choice will be tough.
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